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Abstract
Animal dispersal in a fragmented landscape depends on the complex interaction between landscape structure and animal
behavior. To better understand how individuals disperse, it is important to explicitly represent the properties of organisms and
the landscape in which they move. A common approach to modelling dispersal includes representing the landscape as a grid of
equal sized cells and then simulating individual movement as a correlated random walk. This approach uses a priori scale of
resolution, which limits the representation of all landscape features and how different dispersal abilities are modelled.
We develop a vector-based landscape model coupled with an object-oriented model for animal dispersal. In this spatially
explicit dispersal model, landscape features are defined based on their geographic and thematic properties and dispersal is
modelled through consideration of an organism’s behavior, movement rules and searching strategies (such as visual cues). We
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0resent the model’s underlying concepts, its ability to adequately represent landscape features and provide simulation of dispersal
ccording to different dispersal abilities. We demonstrate the potential of the model by simulating two virtual species in a real
wiss landscape. This illustrates the model’s ability to simulate complex dispersal processes and provides information about
ispersal such as colonization probability and spatial distribution of the organism’s path.
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1. Introduction
Understanding how animals disperse is a major
issue for the management and conservation of frag-
mented populations. Landscape heterogeneity and
fragmentation affects how organisms are distributed
in the landscape (Fahrig and Merriam, 1985; Turner,
1989; Kennedy and Gray, 1997). It determines the
304-3800/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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chance of a patch being colonized (Henein and
Merriam, 1990; Hansson, 1991; Taylor et al., 1993;
Hanski, 1999; Hanski and Ovaskainen, 2000), can
reduce inbreeding in small populations and maintains
evolutionary potential (Barton, 1992; Driscoll, 1998;
Couvet, 2002). To understand dispersal, it is important
to not only consider the dispersal capabilities of the
organism but also the complex interaction between the
organism’s behavior and landscape pattern and use.
This is widely recognized in the ecological literature
but seldom considered explicitly (Reed and Dobson,
1993; Curio, 1996; Lima and Zollner, 1996; Ulfstrand,
1996; Sutherland, 1998; Caro, 1999; Reed, 1999;
Anthony and Blumstein, 2000).
Modelling of animal dispersal provides a useful
paradigm for investigating these complex interactions
and is seen as an essential conceptual tool for landscape
conservation planning (Kareiva and Wennergren, 1995;
King and With, 2002; Kramer-Schadt et al., 2004). Due
to the difficulty in gathering and interpreting experi-
mental results on animal dispersal processes, simula-
tion models have become a cost-effective approach to
understanding dispersal dynamics (Koenig et al., 1996;
Tischendorf, 1997; Wiegand et al., 1999; Pretsler et
al., 2000; Tischendorf and Fahrig, 2000; Brillinger et
al., 2002). Simulation models with spatially explicit
landscapes enable the integration of the relationships
between species and the landscape and provide
representation of the spatial elements that promote or
constrain dispersal. Several dispersal models with spa-
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do not consider these models in this paper, as they do
not have a continuous representation of the landscape.
1.1. Grid-based models
In dispersal modelling the spatial representation of
a landscape is commonly based on grid models where
the landscape is represented by a finite number of
equally sized cells (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998;
With and Crist, 1995; With et al., 1997; Beecham and
Farnsworth, 1998; Tischendorf et al., 1998; Carter and
Finn, 1999; Thulke et al., 1999; Bergman et al., 2000;
Wissel, 2000; Gardner and Gustafson, 2004). These
cells can be squares, triangles, hexagons or any other
shape that can be used to tessellate the 2D plane. Each
cell contains one or more values, which represent
attributes of the landscape such as vegetation types, ele-
vation, and temperature. Discretizing the landscape in
this way enables flexibility in spatial analysis and math-
ematical modelling (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998).
It offers simple and efficient methods for incorporating
state transitions based on properties of a cell and its
neighboring cells as is used in cellular automaton (With
and King, 1997; Thulke et al., 1999; Wissel, 2000;
Anderson and Neuhauser, 2002; Chen et al., 2002).
The criticisms of grid-based models cover three
main lines of argument: (i) the existence of an a priori
fixed scale of resolution, (ii) in some cases attributes
of cells will need to be aggregated (usually an average)
at the pre-defined scale and (iii) the limitation in repre-
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tially explicit landscapes have been developed. Some
onsider dispersal behavior according to habitat affinity
r physiological states in order to assess animal move-
ents or provide guidelines for landscape and wildlife
anagement (With and Crist, 1995; Gustafson and
ardner, 1996; Lindenmayer and Possingham, 1996;
lackwell, 1997; With et al., 1997, 1999; Farnsworth
nd Beecham, 1999; Thulke et al., 1999; Bergman et al.,
000; Wu et al., 2000; Gardner and Gustafson, 2004).
At present, two main kinds of landscape models
rid and patch, are used to model spatially structured
opulations in a continuous landscape (Hanski and
imberloff, 1997; Bian, 2003). These models are char-
cterized by two types of data structures: grid-based
nd vector-based data structures. Network-based mod-
ls (Zollner and Lima, 1999b; Conradt et al., 2003)
re another approach to modelling landscape with
articular emphasis to modelling suitable habitat. Weenting line features and topology (shape and relation-
hips between distant objects) (Laurini and Thompson,
992). The resolution of grid-based models requires a
rade off between landscape representation and disper-
al mechanisms. If a grid-based approach is used to
epresent narrow linear features like roads and rivers
ccurately then the grid will need to be at a very fine
cale. This fine resolution may not be appropriate for
arger landscape features, such as forests, as it may not
apture all the properties of the feature. For landscape
eatures represented by multiple grid cells, parameters
ssociated with the entire landscape feature are dis-
ributed into fixed resolution cells instead of having one
alue being assigned to the entire landscape feature.
onversely, with increased cell size, linear and point
andscape features cannot be represented with suffi-
ient accuracy. If a large cell is adopted then the cells
hat contain linear features, such as roads or streams,
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will have their properties averaged over the entire cell
and will not be accurately represented. For example at
a cell size of a hectare then a road will never be much
more than 10% of any cell. To accurately represent the
road, we would need to have grid cell of 1/100th of
a hectare.
Grid-based models also have limitations for mod-
elling dispersal as the grid cell resolution for both
landscape and individual movement are identical
(Tischendorf, 1997). That is, the step-time dispersal
distance and the organism’s perceptual range are
defined by the scale at which the landscape is mod-
elled. In these types of models, individuals have to
move across adjacent cells in predefined directions.
Modelling the movement of individuals that use
linear structures (i.e. hedges or rivers) is usually not
feasible, as these features are generally not adequately
represented at the chosen resolution of the entire map.
In addition, the extent of the study area, the number
of simulated individuals, and the ability to carry out a
sensitivity analysis are limited due to large computa-
tional times and memory capacity required to simulate
dispersal using grid-based models (Tischendorf, 1997;
Koenig et al., 1996). Thus, we believe grid-based
modelling approaches do not provide an effective
universal framework for modelling all dispersal traits.
1.2. Vector-based models
Vector data structures represent landscape features
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specific resources, patch configuration preferences or
avoidance of human infrastructures.
The added functionality and flexibility of vector-
based models comes with costs (Tischendorf, 1997;
Bian, 2003). Data handling is complex and computa-
tionally demanding. For instance, each time a spatial
object is changed or created, the topological relation-
ships of the neighboring objects need to be updated.
Vector-based models require sophisticated database
management, which may incur a learning curve and
subsequent cost. Vector models are limited in rep-
resenting gradients of spatially continuous variables
(i.e. environmental factors), since object attributes are
spatial homogeneous. Despite these technical issues,
vector-based models are well suited for modelling
landscapes and investigating dispersal dynamics, as
they are able to incorporate the geometry of the patch
networks and spatial relationships between landscape
features.
1.3. Object-oriented dispersal modelling
The simulation of dispersal in a fragmented
landscape may be dramatically improved by using
an object-oriented approach (Rumbaugh et al., 1991;
Downing and Reed, 1996; Beecham and Farnsworth,
1998; Lorek and Sonnenschein, 1999). This allows
an explicit representation of individuals, the het-
erogeneous landscape and the interactions between
them (Downing and Reed, 1996; Tischendorf, 1997;
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According to their shapes and functions via points,
olylines, and polygons associated with multiple
eographic and non-geographic attributes (Burrough
nd McDonnell, 1998; Bian, 2003). In vector-based
odels the topological properties of objects (i.e.
hapes, neighbors and hierarchy), and the relation-
hips between objects can be described explicitly.
inks between objects can be related to their position
r their typology (i.e. all forest patches may be related
o each other). Although less common than grid
odels, vector models are particularly well adapted to
odelling landscape features and are a useful method
or investigating dispersal processes (Bian, 2003).
ector-based models provide further developmental
pportunities in animal movement simulations such as
ovement along linear network features or between
tepping stone habitats. They also allow animal
hoice during dispersal such as animal attraction toiv, 1998; Lomnicki, 1999; Bian, 2000; Bian, 2003).
bjects, such as landscape features and dispersers,
ave properties and behaviors depending on their
ttributes and behavioral values which define their
patial, geometric, temporal and thematic dimensions
Rumbaugh et al., 1991; Worboys, 1995). As informa-
ion is shared between objects, it allows the simulation
f dynamic processes through changes in state or
ehavior. Combining the available information on
nd between objects with dispersal movement rules,
llows creation of chains of spatial objects. These
hains are themselves objects and as such, have their
wn properties. For instance, chains may represent
ndividual travel paths, and properties represent
ispersal distance and dispersal time.
Few studies have used an explicit landscape model
oupled with an object-oriented modeling approach.
mong them, Beecham and Farnsworth (1998) and
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Carter and Finn (1999) developed a grid-based land-
scape model coupled with an object-oriented dispersal
model to investigate animal foraging behavior. These
studies were based on grid models, which are limited
in how the landscape can be represented and how dis-
persal is modeled. No studies have incorporated the
objected-oriented dispersal model with a vector-based
landscape model.
We present a spatially explicit dispersal model
that includes a detailed representation of landscape
structures and permits the simulation of individual
movements between landscape features according
to dispersal ability and behavior. To do this we
develop a vector-based landscape model coupled
with an object-oriented model for animal dispersal
where landscape features are defined based on their
geographic and thematic properties. The model has
the ability to incorporate dispersal abilities through
consideration of behavioral and physiological traits of
individuals and allows animals to move according to
a variety of movement paradigms. Animals can move
within the entire landscape, or along linear network
features, such as roads or rivers. We illustrate the
utility and potential of this method through examples.
2. Methods
We develop the idea of representing a landscape as
a mesh of irregular spatial objects. This is illustrated
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Fig. 1. Representation of landscape structure including patches
(shaded areas), frontiers (black lines) and nodes (black circles) (a).
Frontiers allow movement along (b) and across (c) in both directions.
the spatial and thematic related information associated
with the feature it represents.
Patches are connected to their surrounding frontiers
while the frontiers are connected to each other through
nodes (Fig. 1). This allows the simulation of different
kinds of movements and landscape uses. Animals can
use either linear features or polygons during dispersal.
Organisms disperse from one patch to the next via the
frontiers. To enable a rich variety of animal movements,
frontiers are designed to allow movement in each direc-
tion along the frontier and movement across the frontier
(Fig. 1).
Two important parameters in modelling animal
dispersal are perceptual range and dispersal distance
(Kozakiewicz and Szacki, 1995; Koenig et al., 1996;
Lima and Zollner, 1996; Bowman et al., 2002). The
perceptual range is the distance from which a partic-
ular landscape element (i.e. a habitat patch) can be
perceived by a given animal (Lima and Zollner, 1996;
Zollner and Lima, 1999a; Zollner, 2000). Perceptual
range is modeled by creating a buffer in which anor a basic vector-data model covering an area of
witzerland. Then we describe the spatially explicit
ispersal model, which selects appropriate landscape
eatures and informs dispersing individuals about their
nvironment.
.1. Conceptual design
The landscape representation is made up of a mesh
f spatial objects (vector-based). These objects may be
rregular in shape and dimension, but are homogeneous
n regard to their properties. The landscape structure
s fully described by two kinds of objects: patches and
rontiers. A patch is a homogeneous area that represents
and cover and its related properties. Patches are limited
y frontiers, which are transitions between patches of
ifferent land cover and linear features, such as roads,
edges or rivers. Both patches and frontiers contain all
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animal can perceive the target object. Dispersal
distance depends on the landscape structure, the paths
used, and the dispersal abilities of the animal species
(Bell, 1991). To model dispersal distance, metrics were
added as attributes to patches and frontiers. For a patch,
the distance attribute is the measured distance between
two surrounding frontiers. One frontier separates the
current patch and the previous patch and the second
frontier separates the current patch and the next patch.
The distance is measured from the middle points of
each frontier. This provides a good approximation of
the distance between patches even if patches are long
and thin. Important biases appear when patches have
arc-like shapes. These patches are identified by a line
drawn between two frontiers in a patch. If this line
intercepts more than a threshold number of patches,
then the patch is split into two separate patches. This
threshold depends on the species and landscape under
consideration. In the case of frontiers, the distance
attribute is the length of the frontier. Animals can
disperse through some landscape features more easily
than others. To account for this cost, dispersal distance
is either weighted according to the landscape features
suitability or as additional time spent in a landscape
feature.
2.2. The landscape model construction
The landscape model was developed based on basic
vector data. The Swiss Federal Office of Topogra-
phy (SwissTopo) provided data covering the whole of
Switzerland at a scale of 1:25,000 (Gurtner, 1997).
The landscape is represented by a complete network
of mutually exclusive polygons, overlaid by points and
several networks of polylines. Polygons represent land
cover, points are isolated landscape features such as a
tree or a cave; polylines are networks such as hedges,
or road, rail and hydrographical networks.
The transformation of the vector data, into patches,
frontiers and nodes is achieved using MapBasic®,
scripts within the MapInfo Professional® environment.
This involves a number of steps including data integrity
analysis, patches creation, frontier creation, and the cal-
culation of perceptual distance.
F and roa
n ed to li
s his exaig. 2. Polygon and polyline creation. Polyline networks (hedges,
ode at their intersection (a). Virtual lines (thick striped line) are add
olid and dashed lines) are intersections between adjacent patches. Td and hydrological networks) are connected by adding a common
near network in order to form closed polylines (b). Frontiers (black
mple illustrates 5 unique frontiers for the active patch (c).
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Data integrity analysis. Data are checked and cor-
rected if topological problems such as multiple points,
overlaps or self-intersections are detected.
Patch creation. All polyline networks are overlaid
and at each intersection point, the related polylines are
split and a node is added (Fig. 2a). The resulting ele-
ments are gathered in a single layer to form a clean
polyline network. If a polyline is not closed, as may be
the case for a starting point of a river, an algorithm cre-
ates a ‘virtual’ line, with no associated attributes, and
joins it to the nearest neighboring polyline (Fig. 2b)
creating a complete network of closed polylines. The
polygons of the land cover layer are then split with
the new polyline layer resulting in a complete irregular
network of patches matching the polyline network.
Frontier creation. Frontiers are created by intersect-
ing adjacent patches. They are identified using three
tests (Fig. 2c). Firstly, each neighboring patch must
have a non-null common frontier, the second verifies
that the patch and its neighbor do not share the same
attributes (to avoid selection of itself) and the third test
checks that the entire frontier belongs to both adjacent
patches. An algorithm adds the appropriate landscape
feature attributes to the created frontier by comparing
its position with the initial polyline networks.
Calculation of perceptual distance. The perceptual
distance is modeled as a buffer zone from a ‘target
object’ that intersects patches and frontiers. A ‘target
object’ may represent suitable habitat, a resource, or a
breeding site. The target object and the distance from
it are added to each intersected patch and frontier as
attributes.
2.3. Spatially explicit dispersal model
To simulate complex interactions between individu-
als and the landscape, we coupled the landscape model
with a dispersal model. This is developed in an object-
oriented programming (OOP) environment using
Borland® DelphiTM. Individuals and the landscape
F discreti
cig. 3. The pattern of the feature-oriented landscape model after
ontinuous landscape feature.zation into patches and frontiers. Each patch represents a unique
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features are represented as objects. Objects belong to
linked lists (i.e. chaining, Sedgewick (1988)), which
are themselves objects (e.g. lists of landscape features
such as rivers or forest). These lists encapsulate
information about spatial and non-spatial relationships
with other objects. Information is shared between
objects and can be dynamic. Objects can also be
updated as a response to changes in the state of other
objects.
Simulation of animal dispersal benefits from the
communication between objects. Animals disperse
based on movement rules. These rules depend on the
behavioral traits of the modeled species, their response
to landscape features, and their ability to perceive their
environment. In the movement process, the choice of
successive spatial objects is based on their attributes,
such as the shape, and their ability to be crossed,
as well as the species-specific movement rules. The
sequence of chosen objects during dispersal forms a
chain that defines the individual’s path. These paths
contain all the information related to the spatial objects
they contain. The combination of patches, frontiers and
nodes allows the simulation of several kinds of move-
ments. In particular, this model allows the movement
of individuals according to linear landscape features,
which can be simulated by a selection of suitable
frontiers. This type of movement may be appropri-
ate for modelling the dispersal of small mammals
(Peles et al., 1999).
Three inputs are required to initiate the building of
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occupancy. Once an object has been selected, it is added
to the path, distance covered is updated and all object
attributes are recorded including the number of times
it has been used. These selections and choosing proce-
dure are repeated until the individual reaches the objec-
tive or exceeds its dispersal abilities (i.e. maximum
dispersal distance). Model output includes information
about the dispersal path, including dispersal success,
distance covered, and frequency of landscape use. The
model simulates thousands of individuals enabling the
calculation of colonization probabilities, the distribu-
tion of dispersal distances, and the pattern of corridors
between two habitat patches.
2.4. Model applications
We illustrate the potential of the dispersal model
through an example. A landscape model is built for
a fragmented area in western Switzerland covering
260 km2 (Fig. 3). It represents a complex network of
F
t
m
a
dn individual’s path: (i) the landscape model, (ii) the
tarting habitat patches, and (iii) the individual and its
pecific behavior and state, which includes dispersal
istance, the dispersal objective, the animal movement
ules, and the animal preferences. For instance the dis-
ersal objective may be to find a new habitat patch. A
imulation begins at the starting habitat patch, defined
y the user, which initiates the path and becomes the
ctive object. According to user-defined animal move-
ent rules, a selection is made among the objects linked
o the active object, resulting in a list of suitable objects.
nimal movement rules can be related to the animal’s
bility to move, such as fight, swim or move through
r over obstacles such as fences. Choosing procedures
orresponding to the species behavior leads to the selec-
ion of the next object becoming active. The choosing
rocedure can be related to the patches or/and frontiers
ttributes of such shape, suitability, attractiveness orig. 4. Two examples of output from the dispersal model for
he two virtual species—species 1: ungulate and species 2: small
ammal—including probability of colonization as a function of
ssigned dispersal distance (a) and as a function of the number of
ispersers (b).
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patches and frontiers that are irregular in shape and
dimension and reflect the true landscape features. In
this landscape we simulate dispersal for two species
with different dispersal capabilities. Factors such as
the number of individuals released, the relationship
between dispersal distance and colonization probabil-
ity, and spatial path are analyzed.
Dispersal is simulated for two “virtual species”,
firstly for a species that closely resembles the dispersal
capabilities and behavior of an ungulate and secondly
of a small mammal. Dispersal starts from an initial
habitat patch. The objective for an individual is to find
a new habitat patch. For the ungulate, individuals are
assumed to use the whole landscape, i.e. move from
patch to patch through frontiers. They are assumed
to perceive and be attracted by a habitat patch within
100 m. The transition probability of movement from
patch i to patch j via frontier, ij, is computed dynami-
cally and depends on the position and the attractiveness
of a patch in relation to other patches around it. If a
habitat patch is within 100 m then the individual will
perceive it and travel there by the shortest route. If a
habitat patch is not within 100 m then a transition prob-
ability is assigned to each frontier ij. This probability
depends on the relative attractiveness of the frontier and
the adjacent cell. The attractiveness is defined by expert
judgment according to the degree of naturalness. For
instance the attractiveness of a highway may be very
low and assigned a value of 0, while for a forest, the
attractiveness may be high and assigned a value of 0.8.
Once an individual has left a patch it is not permit-
ted to return to the patch in the next time step, unless
the individual is trapped (i.e. all other frontier transi-
tion probabilities are zero). Transition probabilities of
the frontiers in the patch are normalized in order to
sum to one, and a pseudorandom number is used to
determine which frontier and corresponding patch is
selected. Unlike the ungulate, for the small mammal,
individuals are assumed to only move along the lin-
ear landscape features. During dispersal at each node,
the next linear feature is selected at random. For both
species, a dispersal event is successful if an individ-
ual reaches a new habitat patch without exceeding the
dispersal distance assigned. Each time a landscape fea-
ture is used, the number of time used is incremented
and the path followed by each individual (succession
of patches or frontiers) is recorded.
The model provides useful outputs for analyzing
dispersal processes in a fragmented landscape. It
allows the fluxes of individual movements between
F ulation
p bability
f ance isig. 5. Patterns of the frequency of landscape use generated by sim
oint either using all landscape features chosen with an assigned pro
eatures of the landscape chosen randomly (maximum dispersal dists of 50,000 for the two virtual species dispersing from a starting
(maximum dispersal distance is 50 km) (a) or using only the linear
15 km) (b).
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habitat patches to be quantified. Since path char-
acteristics, such as distance covered, number and
characteristics of patches used are tracked, the cal-
culation of colonization probability as a function of
dispersal distance is possible (Fig. 4a). It also enables
the estimation of how many dispersers are necessary
for a constant probability of colonization. Here
simulations suggest that in order to accurately estimate
colonization probabilities the number of dispersers
must be greater than 20,000 (simulation times <10 min
on a 1.8 GHz processor pc) (Fig. 4b). This was evident
for both dispersal types. The pattern of landscape use
for the two species illustrates the number of times
landscape objects are used by successful individuals
(Fig. 5). This kind of representation is ideal for
analyzing ecological networks and corridors.
3. Discussion and conclusion
In recent years, the increase in computer perfor-
mance has permitted the development of complex
animal movement simulation models. Since exper-
imental tracking and analyses of the movement
behavior of individuals remains a time consuming,
expensive and difficult challenge (Koenig et al., 1996;
Tischendorf, 1997), modelling provides a bridge
between the results of experimental studies and the
information needed for critical management decisions
(Tischendorf et al., 1998).
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presented here is an innovative modelling framework
enabling explicit mapping of the landscape, where
linear structures are heavily present (Fig. 3). This is
often poorly represented in currently used raster-based
landscape models even though they are quite signif-
icant in dispersal processes. The discretization into
patches and frontiers respects the criss-cross pattern
of a real landscape and therefore conserves patches
shapes and related properties. These attributes can
be used, if necessary, as parameters for dispersal
modelling.
While the discretization of the landscape is limited
by the complexity of data handling and the need of
a sophisticated database management, the advantages
of this approach far outweigh the limitations. While
raster-based models require a trade off between
landscape representation and dispersal mechanisms
when choosing an appropriate grid size, this approach
is not constrained to a particular resolution. Thus
small elements like hedges may be included in the
model as well as large areas such as continuous
forest. Different values can be used for patch size,
dispersal movement and perceptual range. This is not
the case in raster-based systems where the perceptual
range must correspond to one or more cell sizes
(e.g. With and Crist, 1995; Gustafson and Gardner,
1996; With et al., 1997, 1999; Farnsworth and
Beecham, 1999; Bergman et al., 2000; King and With,
2002).
By representing landscape features as objects
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1Simulating ecological processes provide a powerful
ool from both a theoretical and an applied point of
iew (Tischendorf et al., 1998; Berger et al., 1999;
rimm et al., 1999; Halle and Halle, 1999; Tyre et al.,
001). Spatial modelling of animal dispersal may be
seful when evaluating the consequences of changing
andscape structures on dispersal pattern (Gustafson
nd Gardner, 1996; With et al., 1999). They are par-
icularly useful for exploring alternative management
trategies for species living in increasingly fragmented
abitats (Lindenmayer and Possingham, 1996) and
or developing management tools for the control of
iseases (Thulke et al., 1999).
True dispersal processes implicitly integrate
andscape complexity and dispersal behavior. Unfor-
unately in high fragmented landscapes grid-based
odelling approaches may be too simple to simulate
hem explicitly. The spatially explicit dispersal modelithin a vector-based system, each landscape fea-
ure can contain the necessary attributes, providing
nformation for simulating complex animal dispersal
rocesses. Information can be related to land cover
ype, resource availability, shape attributes as well
s carrying capacity, number of individuals and the
resence of competitors or predators. The vector-based
ata structure enables the simulation of numerous
ispersal events within larger landscapes, reducing
iases between dispersal distance and the size of the
tudy area (Tischendorf, 1997; Bian, 2003).
The implementation of the landscape model in
n object-oriented programming framework provides
exibility in simulating dispersal processes. Complex
nd dynamic interactions can be simulated by assign-
ng objects properties, behavior, and relationships
Beecham and Farnsworth, 1998; Carter and Finn,
999). Coupling vector-based landscape models with
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object-oriented programming offers great improve-
ments to modeling individual interactions with the
landscape. One major advantage is the ability to
dynamically update attributes during the simulation
resulting a representation more realistic of the dis-
persal events. The patch selection is also computed
dynamically. It can depend on the previous step in
dispersal, the position and arrangement of the patches
in the landscape as well as the proximity of a habitat
patches. Such dynamic patch selection is not provided
by current dispersal modelling approaches (Gustafson
and Gardner, 1996; Beecham and Farnsworth, 1998;
King and With, 2002).
The model allows the simulation of different kinds
of movements such as along linear features, stepping
stone or the movement across the entire landscape
mosaic. As with other recent models (e.g. With et al.,
1999; King and With, 2002; Gardner and Gustafson,
2004) it also provides the means for analyzing the spa-
tial distribution of animal pathways during dispersal
and a quantification of the colonization success based
on movement constraints.
The model offers an ideal tool for further analyses
of the effect of factors such as behavior, social
structure, competition and predation on dispersal pro-
cesses. Modelling within an object-oriented paradigm
(Lorek and Sonnenschein, 1998; Ziv, 1998; Lorek and
Sonnenschein, 1999; Ginot et al., 2002; Bousquet and
Le Page, 2004) allows the integration of factors which
may be important during dispersal such as animal
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